
Falling Bullets released their debut EP 
as well as a killer music video for the single 

‘‘Off with Their Heads’’. 

Montreal based rock band Falling Bullets recently released their debut EP on June 6th 2018.  The 5 song EP 
features an eclectic array of powerful and socially engaged songs that have been meticulously crafted by singer 
and songwriter Dany Lurette. Legendary producer and engineer Sylvia Massy has signed on to work with the 
band, qualifying their sound as unique and masterful. 

“Like painted canvases, each Falling Bullets song tells a story- about revolutionary battles, underwater worlds, 
loneliness in space, strength in aggression. This album is a collection of masterpieces. A work of art, each one.”
- Sylvia Massy (Producer/engineer) - Tool, Johnny Cash, Prince, System of A Down, Tom Petty, The Red Hot Chili 
Peppers.
 
This project is all about the state of the world and the human condition. It speaks against oppression, tyranny, 
injustice, manipulation, greed and lies. Pointing at what hides in the shadows, barking at the evils that try to keep 
us silent. Falling Bullets sheds a bright torch at these twisted modern times we’re living in. 

The band is made up of musicians from around the world. Canadian born frontman Dany Lurette, Suisse drum-
mer Luca Righini, Venezuelian bassist Ozz Marcano R and French guitarist Vivien Miguet. 
        
The Falling Bullets and their respective trades are:
Dany Lurette - Lead Vocals, Guitar, Keyboards, Percussion, Banjo, Sound Design
Ozz Marcano R - Bass, Back Vocals
Luca Righini - Drum, Percussion
Vivien Miguet - Guitar, Back Vocals

The band is currently promoting their music and preparing the release of a second music video for their song 
Velvet, in March 2019. They expect to start touring in early 2019. 

Their genius artistry takes strength in their ability to seek for other beautiful creative minds and to be conscious 
of the simple fact that as a mass we matter more than merely standing alone.

‘’With high hope we venture through the night’’ - Falling Bullets
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